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China’s decades of reform, opening-up gives
Africa hope for development

T

he achievements made by China in the
past few decades through the policy of
reform and opening-up are so important to
Africa because they give African people
hope that such development can be realized,
a senior Kenyan official has said.
The problems we still face in Africa
are so huge, said Raphael Tuju, SecretaryGeneral of the ruling Jubilee Party of Kenya
and a minister without portfolio, in an
interview with reporters.
“There are problems of disease,
problems of infrastructure and problems
of poverty. Africa is just overloaded with
problems,” he said, adding that one of the
biggest slums in Africa is in Nairobi.
“But if you look at what has been
achieved in China, it gives us hope that
something can be done in our lifetime,” he
said.
He stressed that China’s experience in
reform and opening-up is very significant,
because it gives people in Africa an example
of how things can be done.
The reform and opening-up policy has
been behind China’s robust growth over
the past 40 years, which saw the country
become the world’s second largest economy

and the largest contributor to world growth.
From 2013 to 2017, China contributed
more than 30 percent of world economic
growth, more than the combined
contribution from the United States, Japan,
and the eurozone, the World Bank data
showed.
Accoridng to Tuju, who is 59, his first
encounter with China was when he was
doing the geography of the world as a child.
He said, “The enduring image of China was
mostly about the Chinese with straw hats in
the rice fields.”
Afterwards, the picture about China was
about streets with thousands of bicycles, he
said. “But now, if you ask any Kenyan about
China, the first thing is about the Standard
Gauge Railway (SGR) linking Mombasa
and Nairobi, and Guangzhou, where the
Kenyans go to buy clothes and other things
they need.”
He stressed China’s development was a
template and a model of what has worked.
Tuju was especially impressed by China’s
achievement in lifting more than 700
million Chinese people out of poverty in the
past decades.
“There is no precedent in the history of

mankind. If China can achieve that, it gives
us a flicker of hope and light at the end of
the tunnel,” he said.
As it marks the 40th anniversary of the
reform and opening-up policy this year,
China will broaden market access, create
a more attractive investment environment,
strengthen protection of intellectual
property rights, and take the initiative to
expand imports.
He said it is very important for China to
continue to open up its markets. The new
measures will help ensure the trade between
China and Africa is sustainable because of a
two-way traffic.
Tuju expressed the hope that the
industries which are no longer economical
in China because of the cost of labor would
be moved to Africa to be closer to the
markets.
As for party-to-party exchange, he
said the Jubilee Party has been working
on enhancing the relationship with the
Communist Party of China (CPC). The
Jubilee Party will send members to China
to study the experience of the CPC and
it is planning to establish a party school,
according to Tuju.

Marx’s theory still shines with truth: President Xi

T

wo centuries on, despite
huge and profound changes
in human society, the name
of Karl Marx is still respected
all over the world and his theory
still shines with the brilliant light
of truth, Chinese President Xi
Jinping has said.
Xi, also general secretary
of the Communist Party of
China Central Committee and
chairman of the Central Military
Commission, made the remarks
at a grand gathering to mark the
200th anniversary of Marx’s birth.
Xi said Marx is the “teacher of
revolution for the proletariat and
working people all over the world,
the main founder of Marxism,
creator of Marxist parties, A conference to mark the 200th anniversary of the birth of Karl Marx is held in the Great Hall of the People in Beipathfinder for international jing, capital of China, May 4, 2018. Xi Jinping, Li Keqiang, Li Zhanshu, Wang Yang, Wang Huning, Zhao Leji, Han
communism and the greatest Zheng and Wang Qishan attended the conference.
thinker of modern times.”
the old world and establish a new influential spiritual asset that
“Today, we hold this grand
With noble ideals and no fear one, according to Xi.
Marx left to us is the scientific
gathering with great veneration of difficulties and adversities,
Marx is not only a great figure theory named after him to mark the 200th anniversary throughout his lifetime, Marx who shouldered the weight of the Marxism. Like a spectacular
of Marx’s birth, to remember his devoted himself to perseveringly world, but also an ordinary person sunrise, the theory illuminated the
great character and historic deeds striving for the liberation of with passion for life, who was path of humanity’s exploration of
and to review his noble spirit and humanity, scaling the peak of sincere and true to friendship, Xi the law of history, and humanity’s
brilliant thoughts,” Xi said at the thoughts in his pursuit of truth, and said.
search for their own liberation, Xi
event.
the unremitting fight to overturn
The most valuable and said.
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Zimbabwe: Dividends of cooperation opportunities
following President Mnangagwa’s trip to China

Z

imbabwean President
Emmerson Mnangagwa
concluded his five-day
state visit to China early last
month, giving substantial
impetus to future cooperation
between the two nations.
The trip was Mnangagwa’s
first outside Africa since
taking over from former
leader Robert Mugabe last
November, and resulted in
the two countries deepening
political and economic ties.
During the visit, Chinese
President Xi Jinping and and
his counterpart Mnangagwa
agreed
to
establish
comprehensive
strategic
partnership of cooperation
between the two countries.
Xi said the Zimbabwean
people have started a new
journey in building their
country since Mnangagwa
took office last November.
“As a good friend, partner
and brother of Zimbabwe, we
are glad to see that,” Xi told
Mnangagwa.
When meeting with
Mnangagwa,
Chinese
Premier Li Keqiang said
Zimbabwe is an important
partner of China in Africa and
China will continue to uphold
the principles of sincerity,
friendship and equality, and
bring new vitality to the
traditional friendship between
China and Zimbabwe.
China is ready to work
with Zimbabwe to give full
play to the complementary
advantages of both economies,
innovate cooperation methods
and deepen cooperation in
infrastructure construction,
agriculture,
production
capacity
and
human
resources, said Premier Li.
On the economic front,
China
and
Zimbabwe
managed to strike deals worth
billions of U.S. dollars for
implementation of various
infrastructure development
projects in energy, water,
transport,
tourism
and
telecommunications, among
other
sectors,
Chinese
economic and commercial
counsellor to Zimbabwe Li
Yaohui told Xinhua.
The
two
countries
also
signed
numerous
agreements
to
advance
economic cooperation, skills

development,
education
and
other facets of
the economy, the
counsellor said.
Among major
deals Zimbabwe
finalized
with
China
is
the
expansion
of
Hwange Thermal
Power Station by
600
megawatts
by
China’s
Sinohydro.
Funds for the 1
billion U.S. dollars
project, which has
been in pipeline
for some years
now, are expected
to be released
immediately, the
counsellor said.
With this latest President Mnangagwa and his Chinese counterpart, Xi Jinping inspect a guard of
deal, China is honour in Beijing last month
plant and construction of a Monday, the state-controlled
emerging as the
newspaper
said
top investor in Zimbabwe’s pharmaceutical warehouse, Herald
Zimbabwe-China ties had
energy sector after the among others.
The two countries also hit a new high following
government, two weeks
ago, commissioned another signed a tourism memorandum Mnangagwa’s visit.
“Major milestones were
Chinese-built-and-funded of understanding and an
power expansion project at economic and technological reached during President
Mnangagwa’s
meeting
Kariba South Hydro Power cooperation agreement.
During his stay in China, with
Chinese
officials.
Station.
The
expansion Mnangagwa also visited What is most important
project, which added two Anhui and Zhejiang and met is that relations between
150-megawatt units to the with the political leadership Zimbabwe and China were
power plant, was also done and business communities elevated to comprehensive
by Sinohydro at a cost of 533 from the two provinces, Li strategic status, a move that
Yaohui said.
is set to change the bilateral
million dollars.
Mnangagwa, who was cooperation between the two
The expansion lifted
Kariba’s installed capacity accompanied by several nations,” the newspaper said.
ministers
and
Another major milestone
from 750 MW to 1,050 cabinet
MW, making it currently business leaders, said a lot that came out of the Beijing
the country’s biggest power of achievements were made visit was the incorporation
from the state visit. He of Zimbabwe into the Belt
plant.
The
completion
of described the China trip as and Road Initiative where
Kariba
expansion
and historic and a resounding Zimbabwe stands to reap
huge benefits by being part of
implementation of the vast success.
“Today, I conclude my the select group of countries
Hwange Thermal Power
project will greatly boost first historic visit which will that China is dealing with
Zimbabwe’s power supplies help bring further crucial under the initiative, the paper
and help the country, which momentum to our economy. added.
“Zimbabweans
should
faces
perennial
power We had many fruitful
shortages, be energy self- discussions with political celebrate
President
and business leaders in Emmerson Mnangagwa for
sufficient.
Li Yaohui said that other China, including President Xi convincing the Chinese to
mega projects sealed by Jinping, and secured a host make the country a part of
Mnangagwa in China are of deals which will make a such a huge investment that is
for the expansion of Harare real difference to the lives of set to change the face of the
Robert Mugabe International Zimbabweans,” he said in a world,” the newspaper said.
Airport, construction of a new Facebook post at the end of
The
trip
bolstered
parliament building, network his visit last Friday.
Zimbabwe’s
efforts
to
“They will focus on road, attract foreign investment to
expansion for Zimbabwe
state-owned mobile firm rail, air and dam construction revitalize the economy that
NetOne, refurbishment of projects...” he said.
has been in the doldrums for
In its editorial comment many years.
Harare’s water treatment
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China pledges new funding for
Ghana gov’t projects

T

he
Chinese
government
will
from this year begin
financing of a major fishing
landing site at the James
Town Beach in Ghana’s
capital,
the
Chinese
Ambassador to Ghana Sun
Baohong has said.
Sun and Ghana’s Minister
for Finance Kenneth OforiAtta signed and exchanged
notes to this effect at a brief
ceremony.
The Chinese ambassador
said both the James Town
fishing port project and the
phase two of the University
of Health and Allied
Sciences will be funded by
the Chinese government.
“At the request of
Ghana government we are
providing
development
assistance
within
our
capacity.
The
project
providing satellite TV
for 300 villages in Ghana
will be implemented in
May. And the James Town
Fishing Port Complex will
kick off within this year,”
Sun said.
There is also an ongoing
feasibility studies on the
phase two of the university
as well as feasibility for a
cocoa processing project in
Sefwi Wiawso in Ghana’s
Western Region, while
China has also begun the
donation of police vehicles
and equipments.

President Akufo-Addo with Outgoing Chinese Ambassador to Ghana, Mrs Sun Baohong,

“We do not attach any
political strings to our aid
to Ghana, and the nature
of aid is for development
and we fully support Ghana
Beyond Aid initiative of the
government and we wish
that this aspiration will be
realized with the help of
international partners,” the
ambassador said.
The Chinese government,
according to Sun, hopes that
the projects will improve the
infrastructure of Ghana and
increase the driving force of
Ghana’s economy.
Last year, economic and
trade cooperation between

the two countries grew
strongly as bilateral trade
reached 6.67 billion U.S.
dollars, representing an
increase of 11.7 percent.
China is Ghana’s largest
trading partner and Ghana’s
export to China surpassed
1.85 billion dollars last year.
China’s
financial
investment in Ghana last
year reached 123 million
dollars,
covering
25
projects, and the number of
projects ranked top among
all the foreign investment
countries in the West
African country.
Ofori-Atta
expressed

gratitude to the Chinese
government for its continued
support for Ghana, with the
expectation that the project
will ensure job creation in
the fisheries sector.
“Today’s
signing
ceremony marks yet another
important milestone in
the bilateral economic
relations between Ghana
and the People’s Republic
of China as it affirms
our
commitments
and
determination to broaden
and deepen the bilateral
cooperation between the
two countries,” the minister
said.

headquarters in Algiers this
month, the company said in
a statement.
Alcomsat-1
was
launched in December atop
a Long March 3B carrier
rocket at the Xichang
Satellite Launch Center in
the southwestern Chinese
province of Sichuan.
It is the ninth telecom
satellite China has provided

to foreign nations and the
first space cooperation
project between China and
Algeria, the statement said.
Alcomsat-1
was
designed and manufactured
by the China Academy of
Space Technology, part of
China Aerospace Science
and Technology Corp, and is
based on the DFH-4 satellite
platform.

With a liftoff weight of 5.2
metric tons and a designed
life span of 15 years, the
satellite will be used for
a wide variety of public
services such as television
broadcasting,
emergency
communications,
remote
education and satellitebased signal augmentation,
according to Great Wall
Industry.

Algeria put first satellite in orbit with
China support

A

lgeria’s
first
communications
satellite - developed,
built and launched by
China has began operation,
according to China Great
Wall Industry Corp, the
project’s chief contractor.
An in-orbit delivery
ceremony
for
the
Alcomsat-1 was held at the
Algerian Space Agency’s
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China’s green energy company starts
construction of biggest solar plant in Egypt

E

gypt and China’s
clean energy company
TBEA Sunoasis has
started the construction of
four solar power stations at
the Benban Solar Energy
Park in Egypt’s southern
province of Aswan.
The stations, with an
output of 186 megawatts,
are part of the giant Benban
Solar Plant which is
expected to be completed by
mid-2019.
The Benban Solar Plant,
after its completion, aims to
generate up to 2 gigawatts of

utility-scale solar capacity
through a total of 40 projects.
Lynn
Xia,
TBEA’s
vice president of overseas
business, told Xinhua that
the plant is going to be one
of the largest in the world.
“The responsibility is on
our shoulders because we
are the ones who deliver the
work here,” Xia said, adding
that the project is TBEA’s
first in Africa.
TBEA
Sunoasis
Company is a major global
green and smart energy
service
provider
with

business in more than 20
countries. It is devoted
to achieving sustainable
development of human
society with the use of smart,
efficient and green energy.
Governor of Aswan
Magdy
Hegazy,
who
attended
the
project’s
inauguration ceremony, said
the total investment of the
four stations is 180 million
U.S. dollars.
The Benban Solar Park,
about 650 km south of Cairo,
is financed by a number
of global funding agencies

and banks, including the
the Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank and the
Industrial and Commercial
Bank of China.
The solar plant, which
occupies an area of 37 square
km, will help Egypt increase
its use of renewable energy
to 22 percent of all domestic
energy use by 2020.
The project is estimated
to help reduce global
greenhouse gas emission
through cutting more than
half million tons of carbon
dioxide annually.

China supports free trade, to push forward process of
trade liberalization: ambassador

C

hina supports free
trade
and
will
push forward trade
liberalization,
while
rejecting the unilateral
moves by the U.S. against
free
trade,
Chinese
Ambassador to Egypt Song
Aiguo told the media in a
recent interview.
Song said that the world
is “big enough for free
trade” and China has many
friends to carry out fruitful
joint projects of mutual
cooperation in various
fields.
“China is ready to work
with other states to continue
the process of trade
liberalization and enhance
investment cooperation,”
Song said.
He made the reamarks on
the sidelines of the two-day
China-Africa Cooperation
Zones Symposium that held
in Cairo last month under
the theme of “Results and
Experiences.”
The
ambassador
criticized the unlateral
measures taken by the
U.S. recently to impose
additional tariffs on Chinese
imports, which could lead
to a trade war between the
two leading economies, that

could threaten the global
economic stability.
“The U.S. unilateral
measures against free trade
will not only affect China’s
interests, but will affect
those of other countries
as well as the stability of
global economy,” Song
said.
The U.S. government
announced in early April a
proposed list of imported
Chinese products, worth
50 billion U.S. dollars,
to
impose
25-percent
additional tariffs, under the
pretext of punishing China
for alleged violation of U.S.
intellectual property.
In response, China
unveiled a list of imported
U.S. products worth 50
billion dollars that will be
subject to higher tariffs,
including
soybeans,
automobiles, aircraft and
chemical products.
“We are not afraid of
the economic war that the
United States is trying to
wage against us. We reject
the U.S. unilateral measures
and we support free trade,”
Song said.
He noted that China
has set up partnerships
with many developing

states through economic
blocs, summits and forums,
including
the
BRICS
summit comprising Brazil,
Russia, India, China and
South Africa, the Forum on
China-Africa Cooperation
(FOCAC), and the Belt and
Road Initiative, to promote
multinational economic and
trade cooperation.

Speaking at the opening
session of the ChinaAfrica Cooperation Zones
Symposium, Song said
Tuesday that China will
give the FOCAC summit,
due in September in the
Chinese capital Beijing, “a
new push for partnership
with Africa to enhance
cooperation in all fields.”

Chinese Ambassador to Egypt, Mr. Song Aiguo
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China supports UN plan for political
settlement in Libya
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C

hinese Charge d’Affaires to Libya
Wang Qimin has said that China
supports the political settlement in
Libya as part of the UN-proposed action
plan.
The Chinese diplomat made the remarks following a meeting with Khaled
al-Meshri, the newly-appointed head of
the Libyan Higher Council of State, in
the capital Tripoli.
“The talks focused on the political
process in Libya. I discussed with the
new head of the council and assured him
China’s support for a political settlement
within the UN plan to end the division,”
Wang told reporters.
Wang said he highlighted the importance of “reaching parliamentary and
presidential elections” to let the Libyan
people decide their own fate, adding that
“these things are achieved through supporting the UN road map.”
The Chinese envoy stressed the importance of launching the UN-proposed
National Conference in a number of Libyan cities, as it would enable Libyans to
discuss their problems and the best ways
to end the crisis.
He also expressed hope that Libya
would recover in the near future, especially as it has good relations with China.

Wang Qimin (L), Charge d’affaires of the Chinese Embassy to Libya, meets with Libya’s UNbacked Deputy Prime Minister Ahmed M’etig in Tripoli, Libya last month.
Ghassan Salame, the UN envoy to mentary and presidential elections beLibya, proposed in last September an fore the end of 2018.
action plan for Libya to end the politiDespite the signing of a UN-sponcal crisis that includes amendment of the sored peace agreement by the Libyan
current UN-sponsored political agree- parties later in 2015, Libya remains poment, holding a national conference for litically divided between authorities in
all Libyan parties, and holding parlia- the east and the west.

…As Tripoli expresses willingness to join Belt and Road Initiative

L

ibya’s
UN-backed
Deputy Prime Minister
Ahmed M’etig has
revealed that Libya desires to
develop its economy by joining
in the Belt and Road Initiative
at a meeting with Wang Qimin,
Charge d’affaires of the
Chinese Embassy to Libya.
“China is a country with
great and important political
and economic weight in the
world,” said M’etig, stressing
the importance of developing
the Libyan-Chinese relations
in various fields and working
on the return of Chinese
companies to Libya to
complete
the
suspended
projects.
He also confirmed that
Libya is willing to provide
security guarantees in the
return case, and expressed his
desire to develop the national
economy and reconstruction of

Libya by joining the Belt and
Road Initiative.
The Belt and Road
Initiative, which includes the
Silk Road Economic Belt and
the 21st Century Maritime Silk
Road, aims to build trade and
infrastructure networks linking
Asia to Europe and Africa
along the trade routes of the
ancient Silk Road.
Wang reiterated that the
return of Chinese companies
to Libya is linked to improved
security situation, noting
that Beijing will encourage
Chinese companies to return as
soon as Libya regains stability.
Wang on Sunday met with
Khaled al-Meshri, the newlyappointed head of the Libyan
Higher Council of State, and
discussed China’s support for
Libya’s political settlement
according to the UN-proposed
action plan.

The Gambia get
400 short term
study packages

T

he
People’s
Republic of China
has offered 400 short
term study packages to the
Gambia government as
part of bilateral education
exchange between the
two countries, Gambia’s
information
minister,
Demba A. Jawo told a
press conference, last
month.
“The
Chinese
government has offered
these
short
courses
through
bilateral
support. The first batch

of
twenty
Gambians
would be departing today
(Wednesday
evening),”
he said.
Jawo
said
the
beneficiaries
will
be
trained on information
and communications for
mainstream media and
government
officials,
mainly staff of his
ministry and its line
agencies.
“Another twenty five
will be leaving next week
to be trained on cyber
security,” he said.
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Chinese-Built Electricity Poles Plant
Inaugurated in South Sudan

T

he South Sudan government
last month launched a factory
producing concrete poles that
will facilitate an ambitious project
done by a Chinese company to
rehabilitate and expand the Power
Distribution System in Juba, its
capital.
The Minister of Dams and
Electricity, Dhieu Mathok, said that
the factory, rented by Power China,
will produce some 13,350 poles for
the electricity distribution in the
capital and other states.
“The main objective of this project
is to increase the supply capacity and
reliability of the power distribution
system in Juba. Access to the grid
will replace the use of generators
by the population, allow supply of
energy at more affordable price and,
hence contribute toward economic
growth and poverty eradication in
South Sudan,” Mathok said during
the inauguration of the plant along the
Yei road in Juba.
He disclosed that it will help solve
the problem associated with nonavailability of concrete poles for the
project and to mitigate the risk of
importing poles from other countries.
“This factory will create positive
impact on the construction of the
national grid in South Sudan. It is
owned by South Sudanese business
people but currently it has been taken
over by Power China for a brief
period of one year,” he said.
South Sudan is largely generator
driven economy with continued
electricity blackout in the wake of
the collapse of the generator power
plant operated by the South Sudan
Electricity Corporation (SSEC) in
2013.
Wang Cun, an official with Power
China said they got the contract to
build the electricity project in June
2016 and that they will continue to
support South Sudanese staff with
skills and knowledge and also work
with the government on several major
power projects.
“We have achieved much from
these projects and we also suffered
much from the instability and
continuous conflicts all these years,
but we confirm and believe the year
of 2018 will be a year of peace and
development in South Sudan,” Wang
said, adding that the company has

Chinese and South Sudanese engineers at the launch of the newly built power poles factory along Yei
road in Juba, capital of South Sudan

been operating in South Sudan since
2009.
He disclosed that Power China has
conducted several projects before
South Sudan won independence from
Sudan in 2011 such as the peace road
project from Renk to Malakal, Maridi
water plant and Malakal municipal
road projects.
Wang said they will immediately
reorganize all necessary resources
to increase post-production capacity
and immediately shall commence the
erection of these poles to all corners
of Juba city and start the distribution.
“We shall do as we did before
to recruit more local technicians,
engineers and laborers during the
construction period, so that they are
there in place for similar projects in
the near future. We shall make more
efforts to improve these local staffs’
working environment and to realize
sustainable development of Power
China and Sino-hydro in South
Sudan,” said Wang.
Power China has been committing
itself in the economic development
of South Sudan and has signed
eight commercial contracts with the
government of South Sudan since

independence like the Juba-hydro
power project and the Tharjiath
thermal power plant project.
Liu
Xiaodong,
the
Charge
d’Affaires at the Chinese embassy
in South Sudan, said Power China
has been working very hard in the
engineering and procurement in the
earlier stage of the project and also
thanked the South Sudan government
and the African Development Bank
for their strong support.
Liu added upon completion
Juba will have an upgraded power
distribution system with 2,250
lighting points along the main roads
in the capital and lamps will be LED
ones.
The project falls under the
Juba Power Distribution System
Rehabilitation and Expansion Project,
which was funded by the African
Development Bank (AfDB).
It comprises of five different
lots like Rehabilitation of Diesel
plant
substation,
Rehabilitation
and Expansion of medium voltage
network, low voltage network, and
Rehabilitation and Expansion of
street lighting and improvement of
customer care.

ww
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Hunting down malaria in Comoros: another China-Africa success story
8

C

omoros, a small African
country located in the Indian
Ocean, is pursuing a total
annihilation of malaria, five years
after a Chinese-backed project drove
out the lethal disease from its two
islands.
The archipelago nation, which
controls three islands of Grande
Comore, Moheli and Anjouan and
claims sovereignty over Mayotte
Island under France’s administration,
is currently discussing collaboration
to achieve that goal in three years
together with Chinese scientists,
who confirmed this to reporters
ahead of the World Malaria Day that
was held recently.
The Chinese team hopes that
the Comoros victory, using a
Chinese-developed drug and an
unconventional approach, can pave
a new trail for the battle against this
mosquito-borne disease.
Malaria kills about half a million
people every year in the world, with
Africa claiming some 90 percent of
the casualties. Comoros, however, is
among the few African nations that
now seem ready to shake off this
stigma.
Song Jianping, who heads the
visiting team from Guangzhou
University of Chinese Medicine
(GZUCM) of southern China, said
that they aim to help Comoros
annihilate
malaria
by
2020.
Researchers from GZUCM helped
administer the 2007-2013 projects
with medicines donated by China.
They will pinpoint the remaining
infection areas and apply small-scale
mass drug administration (MDA),
said Song, director of GZUCM’s
Tropical Medicine Institute.
For many residents in Comoros,
malaria and the horrors it invokes are
already becoming a fading memory.
Nassurddine
Houssen,
51,
remembered how his parents used
to spend every evening worrying
about the cost of buying mosquito
coils. Malaria kills a child every two
minutes.
“During my childhood, I knew
many friends (who were) killed by
the mosquito disease (malaria),”
said Houssen, a resident of Anjouan
Island. “My younger sister nearly
died from it.”
“Children died, and we did not
know exactly why. Many parents
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thought it was because of the on the popularity of the previous further motivated the Comoros major healthcare challenge, and
is estimated to rob the continent
demon,” said Echat Malide, director MDA efforts, whose success in people to eliminate malaria.
“Malaria caused the economy to of 12 billion U.S. dollars per year
of Anjouan’s Hombo Hospital, containing malaria spread have
fail. The country’s productivity used in lost productivity, investment
recalling a time when malaria excited Comoros residents.
“In Anjouan and Moheli there to be at half mast, and the success and healthcare costs, Moussa Faki
affected two thirds of Comoros’
population of 800,000 and was the is no malaria now ... There are still rate of children in schools was low Mahamat, chairperson of the AU
top killer disease on the islands off a few cases in Grande Comore but because of the absenteeism,” he told Commission, said in January.
CHINESE WEAPON
it has dropped a lot,” said Layar reporters.
Africa’s southeastern coast.
In an interview with reporters,
“Now we see the difference from
The tides of change began in Idoine, citing her experience as a
2007, when a team of Chinese doctor having worked on Grande the years past. We see an increase He, the Chinese ambassador to
in success of our students, and Comoros, hailed the anti-malaria
scientists introduced an anti-malaria Comore and Anjouan.
Also gone with the constant attendance in health facilities has project for demonstrating China’s
project to the island of Moheli before
medical innovation and its robust
extending it to Anjouan in 2012 and breakouts are the prevalent fears of decreased by 40 percent.”
In a 2016 report, the World Health cooperation with Africa.
Grande Comore in 2013. On the contracting malaria and the financial
“ T h i s
three islands, it
p r o j e c t
led to a 98-percent
is
a
good
drop in malaria
demonstration
cases, from over
of the China100,000 to 1,300 a
A f r i c a
year, said Chinese
friendship,
Ambassador
to
partnership and
Comoros
He
brotherhood,
Yanjun.
as well as
U n l i k e
of
China’s
traditional
African policy
methods of killing
of
sincerity,
mosquitoes
real
results,
and
preventing
affinity
and
mosquito
bites,
good
faith,”
the project asked
He said.
residents
to
The
main
simultaneously
weapon used
take
medicine
in the project
to flush out the
is a Chinesemalaria parasites
developed
in a procedure
drug
called
called MDA.
Artequick,
It builds on
a
new
the concept that
artemisininmosquitoes
are
b a s e d
vectors
passing
combination
the parasites from
therapy (ACT)
person to person.
that combines
Therefore, if the
artemisinin,
human “source”
piperaquine
is purged, the
and a small
mosquitoes will
dose
of
have no bugs left Local technicians look for malaria parasites on chips containing blood samples of local villagers in a lab inside Comoros’ anti-malaria
center, in Comoros, last month.
primaquine.
to pass on.
Its main ingredient artemisinin,
Five years after the project, burden imposed by the treatment Organization (WHO) listed Comoros
Comoros’ two islands of Moheli costs on this nation, regarded as as among the six African nations now at the front of the world’s
on course to eliminate malaria by battle with malaria, was discovered
and Anjouan are today considered among the poorest in the world.
“(In the past) Malaria was in the 2020. In January this year, Comoros by renowned Chinese scientist Tu
malaria-free. Officials said that all 16
cases in 2016 were “imported”. The minds of people. When a person is also won the award of the African Youyou, 2015 Medicine Nobel Prize
island of Grande Comore, where the sick, everyone thought it was malaria Leaders Malaria Alliance (ALMA) winner, from sweet wormwood, a
MDA participation rate was lower ... Whenever someone got fever, they at an AU meeting in recognition for herb mostly grown in China.
“Artemisinin has a swift effect
than the two islands, recorded 1,641 went out to buy nivaquine (an anti- its efforts to tame malaria.
Africa is committed to eliminating against malaria parasites, while
malaria drug) and paracetamol,”
cases in 2016.
malaria by 2030, as articulated in piperaquine has a longer-lasting
said Idoine.
Affane Barcar, chief of Comoros’ the continent’s development agenda effect,” said Deng Changsheng, a
ENDING SCOURGE
researcher at GZUCM and member
The new project, likely to be national anti-malaria program, said 2063.
The disease remains Africa’s of the anti-malaria team. “The
launched later this year, will build that the previous project’s success

combination also makes it less likely
to build drug resistance.”
Li Guoqiao, who led a team
to administer the Moheli project,
explained that by mass administering
that drug in a limited period of time,
the real source of the disease will be
addressed.
“The MDA strategy is like a
running match with mosquitoes’ life
circle. It requires residents to take
medicines twice in two months, a
period when new mosquitoes will not
get parasites; It is also a period that
old, infected ones cannot outlive,”
said the GZUCM professor.
Song said the strategy suits the
island nation’s conditions, including
its small population and limited
mobility of people. Such innovations
are also needed in African nations
where traditional methods of
killing mosquitoes and distributing
mosquito nets failed to work, he
said.
“There is no fixed solution for
malaria, and Comoros is just a
good example of that. It tells us that
seeing to the local conditions is very
important,” Song said.
TOWARD TOTAL ERADICATION

Going forward, the Chinese
scientists said they will also
strengthen
cooperation
with
Comoros on medical personnel
training and anti-malaria capacity
building.
Deng said such efforts are
important if Comoros hopes to
maintain its victory against malaria.
The good news is that the previous
cooperation has helped Comoros
build up its own malaria monitoring
team.
In a lab inside Comoros’ antimalaria
center,
several
local
technicians were looking for malaria
parasites on purple-colored chips
that contained blood samples of
local villagers. Beside it is another
lab for sampling mosquitoes.
Kamal Said Abdullah, a technician
at the center, told Xinhua that they
go on field trips twice a week to
collect blood and mosquito samples
from different places of Comoros.
“We’re closely monitoring the
situation. When we detect malaria
cases, we will revisit the place
and distribute medicines to timely
address the issue,” he said.
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China-Africa relations should build on ending poverty levels – Former ADB President

C

hina and Africa relations
should build on ending
poverty levels as Africa still
faces major poverty challenges,
Rwandan economist and former
President of the Africa Development
Bank, Donald Kaberuka said in an
exclusive interview last month.
“China has done very well in
poverty reduction, because in the
last 20 years the country’s poverty
reduction levels account for almost
half the reduction of all poverty
levels in the world,” said Kaberuka,
chairman and managing partner
of Southbridge Partners, a panAfrican financial, advisory and asset
management firm.
“China has managed to
dramatically cut poverty levels
in a short period of time than any
other country in the world in human
history,” the former president of the
African Development Bank said on
the sidelines of the annual Ibrahim
Governance Weekend.
Economic ties between China
and Africa in terms of infrastructure
development and foreign direct
investment are excellent, said
Kaberuka, adding that Africa should
learn from China’s experience and
success in poverty alleviation to
reduce poverty on the continent.
According to him, poverty
levels in Africa are significantly
reducing and many African
countries have over the last 20 years
seen gains in health, education and
living standards as their economies
grow.
Despite progress made, major
poverty challenges still remain,
especially in light of the region’s
rapid population growth, said
Kaberuka, who is also the former
Minister of Finance and Economic
Planning of Rwanda.
Differences between urban and
rural areas and across regions are
large, he said. “The rate at which
poverty is falling is less than the rate
at which the population is rising,
so the number of people living in
poverty continues to grow.”
Development efforts to address
poverty rates require integration
and unification efforts, said the
economist, adding that creating
prosperity and reducing inequality
will play a key role towards
addressing poverty challenges in
Africa.
He also said heavy investment
in infrastructure, agriculture,
transport and communication and
health services will also help in
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dealing with the poverty threats on
the continent.
The three-day event of Mo
Ibrahim Foundation kicked off
Friday, which convenes prominent
African political and business
leaders, representatives from civil
society, multilateral and regional
institutions as well as Africa’s
major international partners to
debate issues of critical importance
to Africa, according to organizers.
Established in 2006, the nongrant making organization focuses
on defining, assessing and enhancing
governance and leadership in Africa
through its four main initiatives
including Ibrahim Index of African
Governance, Ibrahim Forum,
Ibrahim Prize for Achievement in
African Leadership and Ibrahim
Former President of Africa Development Bank, Donald Kaberuka
Leadership Fellowships.
Feature: Sahara desert in Tunisia
“In China, people always past, we are still optimistic about
becomes attractive destination for associate Sahara with romantic the future. To eat at Luke’s table
Chinese tourists
love,” Zhou laughed. “There is a and sleep in Luke’s room, this is our
The vast Sahara desert area in famous saying, ‘every time I miss advantage.”
Tunisia, which is regarded as one you, the sky fell a grain of sand,
“More Chinese tourists come
of the North African country’s most then there forms the Sahara’.”
here and pay to take photos, this is
important tourism resources, has
When night fell, fires were lit also good business,” said Ajala.
gradually attracted more and more up in the camp. Under the stars was CHINESE TOURISTS BRING
Chinese tourists.
the mysterious and romantic night NEW MARKET POTENTIAL
“DESERT-STYLE”
TENTS of Sahara.
In February 2017, Tunisia
CAMP
decided to offer visa-free entry to
FAMOUS FILM LOCATIONS
After nearly four hours’ bumpy
Thanks to its unique Chinese tourists for stays of no
drive from the small town of Douz geographical landscape, the Sahara more than 90 days in the country.
in southern Tunisia, a row of white desert in Tunisia, has been a favored
Since then, China has become
tents appeared among the golden location of film shootings for Tunisia’s fastest-growing source
sand.
country of tourists, with arrivals
directors.
To Nouael Kamel, a 52-year-old
It was chosen as a major film rising from about 7,400 in 2016 to
local guide, the famous tents camp location for the classics “Star Wars” over 18,000 in 2017.
is one of the must-have ways of and “The English Patient.”
Amouar Chetoui, the deputy
experiencing the Sahara tour.
The symbolic spaceport on representative in Beijing Bureau of
“This year, the tourism business Tatooine planet was located in Tunisian National Tourism Office,
is better than last year,” Nouael said. Sahara near Tozeur in southern expected Chinese tourists in Tunisia
“Especially, I begin to take more Tunisia, and some originally-built to reach 50,000 by the year 2020.
Chinese tourists into the Sahara.”
Tunisia witnessed a slump in
scenes still stand here.
With no electricity and a great
A group of Chinese fans of Star its tourism since 2015 when three
lack of water, inside the tents were Wars toured around and took photos major terrorist attacks claimed the
candlesticks, kettle sinks, and toilet of the scenes.
lives of more than 70 people, mostly
filled with wood chips, in an original
“Some houses are a little bit foreign tourists and security forces.
“desert style.”
Accounting for about 8 percent
damaged, but it doesn’t matter
Take a stroll outside the tents, to at all. I am so excited to find here of the country’s GDP, tourism
the sand dunes, one can immediately these treasurable memories,” said sector started to recover slowly in
found himself surrounded by the He Wei, a 35-year-old tourist from 2017, and registered a growth of
vastness and silence of Sahara Shanghai.
over 20 percent by receiving more
sand sea. Under the sunset, Sahara
The house of Luke Skywalker, than 7 million tourists from all over
showed its beautiful shape.
a major character in the Star Wars the world, according to Tunisian
Liu Xiaokai and Zhou Li, a series, was located near Matmata in Tourism Ministry.
young couple from Beijing, enjoyed southern Tunisia.
At the beginning of this year,
their stay in the tents camp.
It was originally a residence Tunisian Minister of Tourism Salma
“This is our first time here, and of indigenous inhabitants Berbers, Elloumi estimated that 8 million
such a close touch with Sahara is so before it was transformed into a tourists will head for Tunisia in
exciting”, said Liu.
2018.
cave-style hotel after the films.
Liu and Zhou wrote each other’s
The forecast was based on
Salah Ajala, 56 years old, who
names on the soft sand, and drew a worked at the hotel reception desk, indicators such as recovery of
large sign of love heart around the told Xinhua “although nowadays traditional markets and opening of
words.
there are fewer bookings than in the new major markets such as China.
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Chinese garment firm helps promote “Made in
Rwanda”

O

n a typical workday, the
1,500-square-meter workshop
in Rwanda’s Kigali Special
Economic Zone was busy churning out
different styles of clothes.
About 400 Rwandan workers of
C&H Garments Ltd were cutting
fabric, operating sewing machines or
checking finished products, some of
whom wearing uniforms with a mark
that reads “Made in Rwanda.”
Uniforms of the Rwandan military,
police, immigration department and
schools are made in this Chineseowned factory, located in Rwanda’s
capital Kigali. Besides the uniforms,
it also produces safety warning clothes
and African style fashion clothes.
As the Rwandan government seeks
to encourage domestic production of
certain goods currently imported and
promote export diversification through
a “Made in Rwanda” campaign, C&H
has contributed to Rwanda’s local
production.
As orders increase, the workshop
established in 2015 cannot meet
demands so that C&H set up a new
workshop in 2017 close to the first one,
said Anna An, factory manager.
Currently, C&H has 1,200 workers
in Rwanda, all of whom are Rwandan,
said An.
The company’s first workshop has
five production lines and the new
workshop is planning to increase to 16,
said An, adding that one production
line presently has capacity of producing
over 1,000 pieces of clothes per day.
According to her, 20 percent of
clothes made by the factory are sold in
Rwanda while 80 percent are sold to
Europe and the United States.
In the factory, Rwandan workers
were working independently. “All the
workers of C&H knew nothing about
garment making, but now they can
make clothes by themselves after being
trained by the factory,” said An.
At the beginning of its establishment
in Rwanda, C&H bought over 10
containers of cloth to train Rwandan
workers who didn’t have any
knowledge on garment making, An
explained.
Our workers now are able to make
all styles of clothes except the formal
suit, one of the most difficult styles to
be made, she said. Group leaders of
the workers have the ability to design
production processes, plan production
procedure and arrange manpower, she

added.
Besides training workers, the
company also has been teaching 36
Rwandans to learn embroidery for two
years, she said.
In January, a market manager of the
factory resigned and established his
own garment factory. C&H introduced
its technicians to work in his factory.
“Our purpose of coming here is to
train locals and help them. Since he
wants do his own business, we can give
him some support,” she said.
“When I came here, I don’t know
anything about this (garment making),
that’s why I decide to work hard.
Madam Anna is a good teacher and
told me everything. she also motivates
me,” said Ericson Ndagijimana, human
resources manager of C&H.
“Now I know everything about this
factory,” said Ndagijimana, who joined
C&H in 2015 after graduating from a
technical school.
Before becoming a member of the
top management of the factory, he took
roles of helper, recorder and production
controller successively.
“This factory is very important to
Rwanda... no one knew this (kind of
garment making) before. This is a
modern way in Rwanda, which is new,”
he said.
With an aim of helping Rwanda
promote “Made in Rwanda”, “we have
so many styles that we are producing
for Rwandans...we teach Rwandans to
be confident that they can make and
produce garments,” he said.

Production manager Valens Muvara
also didn’t know garment making
before joining in the company in 2015.
He was jobless, but now “controls
production per day, check everywhere
in the factory, and arrange jobs for day.”
“We have confidence that C&H will
become ‘Made in Rwanda’ as our
country needs,” he said.
However,
C&H
is
currently
experiencing some difficulties, but
An believes that the company can
overcome them.
Potential withdrawal of the African
Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA)
benefits from Rwanda has affected
C&H’s business, said An. “Many
U.S. companies has stopped giving us
orders,” she said.
U.S. President Donald Trump
in March said he will suspend the
application of duty-free treatment to all
the AGOA-eligible goods in the apparel
sector for Rwanda in 60 days.
This follows a decision by East
African countries to raise tariffs on
second-hand clothing imports, in order
to promote local manufacturing capacity
in garment and other industries.
The relatively high transportation cost
in a landlocked country has influence
on the business, she added.
“We are still providing our workers
with free lunch... We have now trying
to get orders from Rwanda and Europe,
we believe that we can overcome the
difficulties by attracting more orders
from Rwanda and other areas,” An said.

Rwandan workers operate sewing machine at a workshop of C&H Garments Ltd in Kigali,
capital city of Rwanda on April 30, 2018. As the Rwandan government seeks to encourage
domestic production of certain goods currently imported and promote export diversification
through a “Made in Rwanda” campaign.
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China-Egypt cooperation fruitful, lifting bilateral ties to new height

T

he China-Egypt cooperation,
which is fruitful and beneficial
to both peoples, has lifted the
bilateral political and economic ties to
a new height, Chinese and Egyptian
officials have said.
At the opening ceremony of the
two-day China-Africa Cooperation
Zones Symposium in Cairo last
month, Mohab Mamish, head of the
Suez Canal Authority and the Suez
Canal Economic Zone (SCZone),
hailed the “remarkable” cooperation
between the two countries.
“The
Egyptian-Chinese
cooperation is remarkable. It is
in favor of the two peoples and
we welcome it,” Mamish told the
symposium under the theme of
“Results and Experiences.”
China attaches great attention to
enhancing cooperation with Africa in
general, and Egypt in particular, he
noted.
China’s TEDA corporation, one
of the oldest and largest developers
of the SCZone, is currently working
on the development project of an area
of 7.23 square km in Ain Sokhna
district in the northeastern province of
Ismailia. The first phase of the project
attracted some 68 enterprises after
completion.
As one of Egypt’s national mega
projects, the development of the
SCZone offers a promising investment

opportunity for global companies.
This is illustrated by the success of
China’s fiberglass giant Jushi, a tenant
company of TEDA industrial zone,
which has recently helped Egypt
become the world’s third largest
producer of fiberglass after the United
States and China.
“The industrial area in Ain
Sokhna is a model of cooperation
between the two sides, where TEDA,
which develops the area, honorably
represents China and we do value
its role in Egypt’s development,”
Mamish noted.
China spares no effort to contribute
to the development of African states
through investment projects and
construction of industrial areas, he
said.
Ji Peiding, a member of Foreign
Policy Advisory Group of China’s
Foreign
Ministry,
hailed
the
“close cooperation” and “strategic
partnership” between China and
African states in various fields.
“China is the largest trade partner
of Africa over the past consecutive
nine years, as the volume of trade
exchange between the two sides has
reached 170 billion U.S. dollars last
year,” Ji, also China’s former Deputy
Foreign Minister, said in a statement.
The Chinese diplomat pointed out
that there are 3,100 Chinese companies
investing in development projects

in Africa, in addition to China’s
contribution to the UN peacekeeping
forces and peacemaking missions in
Africa.
“China is one of the largest
developing countries and Africa has
potentials. Cooperation between the
two sides would bring the largest
benefits for all,” Ji noted.
China has the required technology,
expertise and finance to help sustain
the development of Africa, he
explained.
“The Forum on China-Africa
Cooperation
(FOCAC)
has
become an important platform for
cooperation between the two sides
since the FOCAC summit was held
in Johannesburg, South Africa, in
2015,” Ji said.
Meanwhile, China’s Ambassador
to Egypt Song Aiguo said China
will give the FOCAC summit due in
September in China’s capital Beijing
“a new push for partnership with
Africa to enhance cooperation in all
fields.”
“China has invested 4.5 billion
U.S. dollars in more than 20 economic
zones in Africa, creating jobs for
about 60,000 people,” Song said.
“Egypt has a promising economic
future and China will support Egypt
to achieve development and deepen
mutual cooperation,” the Chinese
ambassador added.

Ethiopia to finalize Chinese-contracted industrial park in three
months

T

he Ethiopian government has
said that the construction of the
Chinese-contracted Bahir Day
Industrial Park will be completed within
three months.
Amhara region officials made this
disclosure while briefing members
of the Ethiopian House of People’s
and Representatives, the Ethiopian
parliament’s lower house.
The agreement for the construction
of the industrial park, locate in Bahir
Dar city, capital of Amhara regional
state, was made between China Civil
Engineering Construction Corporation
(CCECC) and the Ethiopian Industrial
Parks Development Corporation (IPDC)

in June 2017.
Construction of the industrial
park, which is expected to create job
opportunities for some 20,000 locals, has
been 37-percent complete.
The IPDC previously disclosed that
the 75-hectare industrial park will focus
on labor-intensive industries that would
export value-added textile and apparel as
well as food products.
Members of the lower house have
also urged the regional government to
conclude the industrial park within its
timeframe. The park, being built with
over 60 million U.S. dollars, was initially
scheduled to be concluded in nine
months.

Chinese
companies
are
now
major actors in the East African
country’s ambition towards becoming
manufacturing powerhouse in the African
continent.
Built by CCECC, the Hawassa
industrial park, located in Ethiopia’s
southern city of Hawassa, was completed
in a record time of nine months in July
2016.
The flagship industrial park has
successfully attracted world-class textile
and apparel companies to Ethiopia,
including PVH, a company known for
marketing diversified portfolio of brands
including Calvin Klein and Tommy
Hilfiger.
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Nigeria’s Central Bank Signs Currency Swap
Agreement with People’s Bank Of China

T

he Central Bank
of Nigeria (CBN)
has announced the
execution of a bilateral
currency swap agreement
with the Peoples Bank of
China (PBoC).
A statement by the Acting
Director in the Corporate
Communications,
Isaac
Okorafor said that the
Governor of the CBN,
Godwin Emefiele, led
CBN officials while PBoC
Governor, Dr. Yi Gang,
led the Chinese team at the
official signing ceremony
in Beijing, China, late last
month.
The signing, according to
Okorafor, was a culmination
of over two years of
painstaking negotiations by
both Central Banks.
He said that the
transaction, which is valued

at Renminbi (RMB) 16
billion about $2.5 billion),
is aimed at providing
adequate local currency
liquidity to Nigerian and
Chinese industrialists and
other businesses thereby
reducing the difficulties
encountered in the search
for third currencies.
He listed other benefits
of the agreement to include
providing Naira liquidity
to Chinese businesses and
providing RMB liquidity
to Nigerian businesses
respectively,
thereby
improving
the
speed,
convenience and volume
of transactions between the
two countries.
“It will also assist
both countries in their
foreign exchange reserves
management,
enhance
financial
stability
and

promote broader economic
cooperation between the
two countries.
“With
the
operationalisation
of
this agreement, it will be
easier for most Nigerian
manufacturers, especially
small
and
medium
enterprises (SMEs) and
cottage
industries
in
manufacturing and export
businesses to import raw
materials,
spare-parts
and simple machinery to
undertake their businesses
by taking advantage of
available RMB liquidity
from
Nigerian
banks
without
being exposed to the
difficulties of seeking other
scarce foreign currencies.
“The
deal,
which
is purely an exchange
of currencies, will also

make it easier for Chinese
manufacturers seeking to
buy raw materials from
Nigeria to obtain enough
Naira from banks in China
to pay for their imports
from Nigeria. Indeed, the
deal will protect Nigerian
business
people
from
the harsh effects of third
currency fluctuations.
With
this,
Nigeria
becomes the third African
country to have such an
agreement in place with the
PBoC.
“Both the Nigerian and
Chinese officials expressed
delight at the conclusion
and
signing
of
the
agreement and expressed
the hope that it would boost
mutually beneficial business
transactions
between
Nigeria and the Peoples
Republic of China.”

Governor Emefiele of the CBN and Governor Yi of the People’s Bank of China signed the currency swap agreement between both countries, late last month.
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Kenya diversifies interests by joining Chinabased Infrastructure Bank

K

enya’s
decision
to join the Asian
Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB) is a
continuation of the country’s
drive to diversify its core
interests from the Westernled lending institutions, and
to cement its relations with
China that has emerged as
a leading contractor of its
key infrastructure projects,
analysts has said .
The AIIB announced
recently that its board of
governors has adopted
resolutions
approving
applications from Papua
New Guinea and Kenya to
join the bank, bringing its
total approved membership
to 86.
Kenya will officially join
AIIB once they complete
the
required
domestic
processes and deposit the
first installment of capital
with the bank, according to
AIIB.
Local economic observers
hailed the move by the
Kenyan government.
“Kenya’s
lag
in
infrastructure development
for many years can be
directly attributed to the
conditionalities of the World
Bank and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). This
is a mistake that the country
does not want to repeat again
and therefore the choice
to join a tolerant financial
development institution,”
Ken Ogembo, a lecturer at
the Kenyatta University, told
reporters.
He gave an example of
the proposed overpass along
Nairobi’s main traffic artery
of Uhuru Highway that
was expected to ease traffic
congestion in Nairobi.
The road was approved
by the parliament in 2008.
“The World Bank withdrew
from its funding pledge at
the eleventh hour. To date,
the road has not been done,”
Ogembo said.
Ogembo said Kenya’s
joining of the AIIB is part of

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang (L) in warmed handshake with Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta in
Nairobi

its strategic plan to align with
financial institutions that
are “developing countriesminded” and therefore have
a broader knowledge of the
solutions for growth in a
country like Kenya.
“We are likely to see
more African countries join
the Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank because
it provides an opportunity
for finding solutions for the
south-south
development
challenges,” he said.
In recent years, Chinafunded
infrastructure
projects was credited to
help the Kenyan economy
grow by about 5.5 percent
on average in the last five
years, compared to the
4.5-percent average growth
in the previous five-year
period, according to the
ministry of national treasury
and planning.
Kenya has been on a hunt
for competitive development
financing since 2002 when
infrastructure upgrade and
development drive started.
“China has been a true
partner of Kenya as far as
infrastructure financing is
concerned. It is a chance that
Kenya does not want to lose
now as there is still massive
demand for projects to open

up the country further,” said
David Mutua of the Kenya
Institute for Public Policy
Research and Analysis
(KIPPRA).
Among such demands is
an ambitious development
initiative
launched
by
President Uhuru Kenyatta
last year known as the Big
Four Agenda, which seeks
to transform manufacturing,
food security, affordable
housing and health insurance
in the next five years.
“Kenya does not have
the capacity to finance the
kind of projects which are
to ensure that this initiative
succeeds. The demand
for external financing is
therefore massive. We are
talking about constructing
half a million houses for
instance. Then you look
at expanding irrigation to
increase food security. These
are capital intensive projects
that will require support of
partners,” said Mutua.
The move to join AIIB
is also seen as a vote of
confidence on Kenya-China
relations.
“Kenya is sending a
message to China that ‘We
are with you for the long
haul.’ The gains that Kenya
has made because of Chinese

assistance are massive
yet the need for further
expansion of infrastructure
is even higher as the country
moves towards achieving
a middle-income status,”
said Wilson Kamau, head of
Africa Governance Institute
(Kenya Chapter).
“It’s a benefit Kenya could
not have gained from the
Western partners and would
not gain in future,” Kamau
added.
Kenya adopted China
as one of its preferred
development
partners
in 2002 under the then
president Mwai Kibaki. The
bilateral relations have seen
steady improvements since
then.
According to study results
revealed by Ipsos in April,
more Kenyans have singled
out China (34 percent) as
the most important foreign
partner to the Eastern
African country compared
with the United States (26
percent).
With 57 signatories at its
launch in January 2016, the
Beijing-headquartered AIIB
aims to improve social and
economic outcomes in Asia
and beyond by investing in
sustainable
infrastructure
and other productive sectors.
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Across China: Chinese tells untold
African stories

T

he fighting spirit of a boxing champion,
a hip-pop band from a slum, a robberturned film director, and more untold
African stories are presented to Chinese
audiences by an amateur duo.
Their short films are being displayed
at an exhibition during China-Africa
Economic and Culture Week in the southern
city of Guangzhou between April 20 and
May 3.
Du Fengyan, director of the films, has
traveled across 13 African countries so far,
with an ambition to depict real life Africans
and break long-standing stereotypes.
Du, 32, first set foot on the continent
six years ago as a cycling tourist. From the
Suez Canal to the Cape of Good Hope, Du
was bombarded with warm greetings.
“Those days and people always linger
on my mind,” Du recalled.
Du said he was touched by the African
people, fascinated by their diverse culture,
and had a sense of deja vu in Africa -- born
in the 1980s, he witnessed radical changes
in China, and believes a similar story is
unfolding in Africa.
“I want to capture those lingering
figures and record this changing process,
based on the shared feelings between
African and Chinese people,” Du said.
During his first trip, he met Qi Lin, a

freelance photographer and, like him, a
huge fan of African culture.
With little filming experience, they
started a program of photography and
documentary in 2015, focusing on ordinary
Africans.
Qi had worked for a Chinese company
in Kenya for five years and had connections
there. In June 2016, he learned that his
Kenyan friend and boxing coach Michael
Odhiambo was going to fight a farewell
match, and they decided to film it.
It was their first time to enter Kibera, the
largest slum in Kenya’s capital Nairobi.
“Michael grew up in Kibera and became
a boxing champion. He fought so hard to
protect and support his family,” Du said.
“But what intrigued us most was his effort
to help kids in the slum.”
The local hero initiated a project called
“Champion of Kibera.” He coaches boxing,
helps dozens of children back to school,
and even supports one of them to study in
China.
After the shooting, Odhiambo
introduced a hip-hop band in Kibera to the
duo, and the band later introduced other
friends to them.
Story by story, the lives and dreams
of grassroots Africans, rarely seen in
mainstream coverage, surfaced in the

A still frame from the documentary ‘Africans in Yiwu.’

15

program.
“Life is hard and dragging them
down, but they don’t want to fall. They’re
fighting, with the beautiful things in life
such as music and dance,” Du said.
Besides the exhibition, the duo’s work
can be viewed on Chinese television,
video-streaming sites, social media, and a
live webcast on popular news apps.
Many contributors to the exhibition are
businessmen and former Chinese expats
in Africa, volunteering to promote mutual
understanding between China and Africa.
“We’ve met many young Chinese like
them in Africa,” Du said. “At first it was
the engineers that went to Africa, then the
businessmen, and now you will find people
from all walks of life, and usually welleducated. Communication is more frequent
and in-depth than it used to be.”
In Du’s opinion, China and Africa have
a shared memory of suffering, from war,
poverty and colonization, but they can also
share a prosperous future.
“The popularity of Chinese commodities
in Africa has proven its market potential to
the whole world,” Du said. “This continent
has a population of 1.2 billion and the
majority of them are young. The economies
in some countries are booming. African
youth are expecting a different future.”
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Reflection on China and Africa
industrial capacity cooperation

I

n attempts to strengthen
Africa’s
economic
development,
Beijing’s
China Foreign Exchange
Reserves
in
association
with
the
Export-Import
Bank of China initiated
the China-Africa Industrial
Capacity Cooperation Fund
as a mid- to long-term
development
investment
fund. The formation of this
fund was announced at the
2015 FOCAC (Forum on
China-Africa Cooperation) in
Johannesburg, South Africa.
The fund was designed
to provide assistance in the
construction of Africa’s highspeed rail network, highway
networks and regional aviation
and industrialization. The main
beneficiaries of the fund are
sectors such as manufacturing,
new technology, agriculture,
energy and mineral industries,
infrastructure
development
projects
and
financial
cooperatives.
China-Africa
industrial
capacity cooperation has
become a maxim as more and
more African countries are
zealous to espouse the epochmaking possibilities that are
brought about by China’s
economic
transformation
and modernization. In this
sense, African countries have
become the center of Chinese
overseas
investments
in
order to stimulate their own
industrialization strategies.
It appears there are shared
necessities and mutual benefits
between Africa and China in
carrying out cooperation and
a rare moment has appeared
that can help Africa and China
achieve win-win cooperation
for mutual development. This
strategy has the propensity
of making the world more
balanced, prosperous and
stable, given its full potential
of benefiting the people of
Africa, China and the world

at large through improved
international
trade
and
investment.
Furthermore, cooperation
between Africa and China
provides a vital opportunity
for the African continent
to break the cycle of aid
dependency from Western
donor countries and achieve
sustainable development that
is in line with their needs and
conditions.
When African
states
started
gaining
political
independence from European
imperialists in the 1950s and
1960s, they sought to enhance
economic
development
through foreign development
aid that was championed
by Western institutions and
governments.
Nevertheless, by so doing
most Western aid donors have
been spoon-feeding African
states instead of teaching
them the technical expertise of
socioeconomic development.
Hence, most of the African
continent remains destitute
and underdeveloped, as most
of this hard cash in the form of
aid and loans has been feeding
the stomachs of the continent’s
elites at the expense of the
poor and vulnerable masses.
As such, Africa and China
are now working together
to
amalgamate
China’s
competitive industries with
their high-quality industrial
capacity to enhance Africa’s
industrialization
and
economic
diversification.
This
mechanism
takes
into consideration that it is
unfeasible to realize real
political independence in
the absence of economic
independence.
Having said that, China
has showed willingness to
prioritize industrial partnering
and
industrial
capacity
cooperation with African
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countries in order to improve
the continent’s employment
and skills. In this regard, China
has committed to expedite
Chinese private investments,
provide technical assistance
and facilitate local skills
development programs.
Hitherto,
China
has
completed a $250 million
Hawassa Industrial Park
project in Ethiopia, which has
since attracted leading textile
and garment companies,
some of whom have begun
exporting to the global market.
Moreover, China has
sought to ameliorate Africa’s
agricultural capacity and
productivity
mainly
by
means of experience-sharing,
skills and technical transfer,
promotion
of
Chinese
investments
in
African
agriculture
and
creating
new exchange frameworks
and programs to bring
Chinese experts into the
African continent. China’s
involvement
in Africa’s
agricultural sector aims at
assisting African farmers
competing well in the highly
competitive global agricultural
industry.
Additionally, the ChinaAfrica industrial capacity
cooperation mechanism is
an attempt by both parties to
assist African countries in the
areas of taxation and foreign
exchanges, achievement of
technical expertise and mutual
development. Both parties
agree that underdeveloped
infrastructure hinders the
continent’s
prosperity,
therefore China, as the world’s
second-biggest economy, has
committed to take concrete
measures to stimulate Chinese
business
and
financial
institutions into expanding
investments in the continent
through a number of schemes
such
as
public-private

partnerships
and
buildoperate transfer.
These programs aim for
African flagship projects such
as infrastructure development
in areas including railroads,
regional aviation, seaports and
harbors, water and electricity
supplies, information and
communication and other
infrastructure projects that
are essential in facilitating
infrastructure
connectivity
and economic integration
in Africa. All in all, the
mechanism seeks to provide
much needed technical knowhow to African countries in
order for them to eliminate the
challenges that hinder their
prospects of industrialization
and development, such as
poor infrastructure and skills
shortages.
Going forward one might
infer that industrialization is
an inexorable path for Africa
to achieve emancipation and
inclusive development, and
China’s assistance to Africa
has no terms and conditions
attached to it, except the
ultimate goal of improving
people’s livelihoods and
capacity building. In addition,
China-Africa cooperation will
in future modernize Africa’s
industrial sector, which is the
mainstay of economic growth
and job creation.
Chinese investments in
Africa’s manufacturing sector
will enable the continent
to realize rapid economic
growth and create new
business opportunities and
local partnerships, which
will see Africa rise from
the ashes of poverty and
underdevelopment.
Finally, cooperation will
put Africa in a commanding
position in terms of world
trade and industrial expansion
given the partnerships’ huge
market size at its disposal.
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